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**Western books on Soviet agriculture**

Compiled by searching Princeton University Library main catalog and Harvard University Library Hollis catalog for “Soviet agriculture” and “Russian agriculture”.


**Western books on foreign economic relations**


Holzman, Franklyn D., Foreign trade under central planning. Cambridge: Harvard


Quigley, John, The Soviet foreign trade monopoly; institutions and laws.
Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1974.

Stowell, Christopher E., Soviet industrial import priorities: with marketing considerations

Holzman, Franklyn D., International trade under communism: politics and economics. New


Turpin, William Nelson, Soviet foreign trade: purpose and performance. Lexington,

Levcik, Friedrich, and Jan Stankovsky, Industrial cooperation between East and West.
London: Macmillan, 1979._

Marer, Paul, and John Michael Montias, eds., East European integration and East-West

Hanson, Philip, Trade and technology in Soviet-Western relations. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1981.


**Books on particular sectors of the Soviet economy other than external and agriculture published before 1975**


